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THE PROBLEM OF SIMPLE MINDS: IS THERE ANYTHING
IT IS LIKE TO BE A HONEY BEE?

(Received in revised form 6 August 1996)

Are frogs conscious? Or fish? What about honey bees? Do para-
mecia have experiences? Somewhere down the phylogenetic scale
consciousness ceases. But where? That is the topic of this paper.
It is sometimes supposed that once we begin to reflect upon much
simpler beings than ourselves – snails, for example – we are left
with nothing physical or structural that we could plausibly take
to help us determine whether they are conscious. The Problem of
Other Minds, as it applies to the consciousness of such creatures, is
without solution. There is really no way of our knowing if spiders
are conscious of anything, as they spin their webs, or if fish undergo
any phenomenal experiences, as they swim about in the sea.

This pessimistic assessment has led some philosophers to
conclude that there is no fact of the matter about whether octupi
or toads are conscious, and hence that their consciousness is of no
moral importance (see Papineau 1993, p. 128). The verificationist
thinking upon which this line of argument rests seems to me to
have little to recommend it. Why should our inability to decide
whether consciousness is present in some cases show that there is
real indeterminacy in the world with respect to the matter? We are
products of nature as much as everything else. The world need no
more conform to our cognitive limitations than it need to those of
the simpler creatures at issue. And is it really true anyway that the
evident physical and structural differences between ourselves and
much more primitive creatures prevent us from knowing whether
they are conscious? Is the Problem of Simple Minds, as we might
call it, beyond solution?

I say not. Given the theoretical perspective I favor, we are now
in a position to determine in general terms where, on the phyloge-
netic scale, consciousness disappears and to make decisions about
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particular cases. Honey bees, I shall argue, are conscious, as are
fish; amoeba are not. I shall begin with some general, pretheoretical
remarks about different concepts of consciousness.

I

Consciousness comes in many varieties. As I write, I am conscious
of a mosquito in the garden just outside the window. In this sense,
consciousness is a matter of noticing or thinking to oneself that
such-and-such an item is present. I am also conscious of a desire
for a holiday and my belief that I am going to be late for a dental
appointment. This is higher-order consciousness.1 Here one turns
one’s attention inwards and conceptually represents one’s own
mental states. My being conscious of a given belief, for example,
consists in my believing or judging that the belief is present.

However, I need not notice something to be conscious of it. For
example, I am conscious of the fact that the earth is ninety three
million miles from the sun. This is one of many facts of which I
am aware. But I am not now attending to it. In this loose, colloquial
sense of the term ‘conscious’, I am conscious of facts that I know.

My experiences and feelings are conscious too. How could they
not be? If I experience something – a deep purple, say – I must be
conscious of purple. Likewise, if I feel something – an itch, say –
I must be conscious of the itch. This is not to say, of course, that I
must be attending to the experience or feeling. I may be distracted.2

Perhaps, I am even unable to respond to the experience cognitively
through some sort of impairment.3 Still, if I have an experience or
feeling, consciousness must surely be present.

This is the sort of consciousness that philosophers, and increas-
ingly psychologists, find most baffling. It goes with talk of “raw
feels”, of “sensational qualities”, of “what it is like.” For a person
who feels pain, there is something it is like for him to be in pain.
The pain has a definite phenomenal or subjectively felt quality. Phe-
nomenal consciousness is present. A mental state, then, may be said
to be phenomenally conscious just in case there is something it is
like to undergo the state, some immediate sensational “feel” the state
has, some distinctive experiential quality. A creature may be said to
be phenomenally conscious if, and only if, it is the subject of phe-
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nomenally conscious states. Where a creature undergoes such states,
following standard usage, I shall say that there is something it is like
to be that creature.4

Consciousness of this sort seems essential or integral to experi-
ences and feelings in a way in which it is not to other mental states.
Thoughts, for example, may or may not be conscious. Thinking that
water is wet, to take a specific case, has no intrinsic phenomenal
character, although it may certainly be accompanied by images or
bodily sensations (e.g., the feeling of thirst).5 Perhaps it is also
the case that upon occasion, particular tokens of the above thought
have a felt quality to them. Still, none of these qualities is essential
to the thought itself. Felt qualities can vary without any variation
in thought, and even without any variation in conscious thought.
Conversely, thoughts (including conscious thoughts) can vary with-
out any variation in phenomenal character. My doppelganger on
Putnam’s famous planet, twin earth, who thinks that twin-water (or
twater) is wet, rather than that water is wet, does not thereby differ
from me at the level of sensory experience or feeling. What he
thinks is certainly different from me. His thought has a different
content from mine, and if he is conscious of what is thinking then
his thought has a different conscious content. But this is not a dif-
ference in phenomenal consciousness, at least in any sense that I
intend. The difference rather is one of higher-order consciousness.

I presently have a rich and varied phenomenal consciousness.
My visual field is full of the colors of my garden. I have auditory
sensations of my computer humming quietly, a fan purring, distant
traffic. I feel my legs crossed, as I sit on my chair. There is a slight
sensation of pressure around my neck from my shirt collar. I feel my
feet touching the floor, my wrists resting against the edge of my desk
as my fingers make contact with the keyboard. These sensations
need not themselves come into existence, as I focus upon them.
They can exist even if, as is usually the case, my attention is directed
elsewhere. Or so at least it is normally supposed.6

Phenomenal consciousness seems to be a relatively primitive,
largely automatic matter, something more widespread in nature than
higher-order consciousness, for example. But it is also deeply puzz-
ling. Reflection upon phenomenal consciousness gives rise to talk
of an explanatory gap (Levine 1983). There seems a huge difference
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between what it is like on the inside, as it were, and what is going
on physically in the brain. Somehow, objective, physical changes in
the mundane grey and white matter composing brains generate the
subjective qualities of experience. How is the trick done? How can
perspectivally subjective states (i.e., states that cannot be fully under-
stood by creatures that have not experienced them) be generated at
all in the natural world?

Phenomenal consciousness can be illustrated further by reference
to the famous inverted and absent qualia hypotheses, although it
does not require that they be true.7 The former of these hypotheses
is standardly illustrated by the example of color and the idea that
you or I might have color experiences that are phenomenally inverted
relative to those of everyone else even though we use color words and
function in color tests in all the standard ways. The latter hypothesis
is the claim that there might be someone who felt or experienced
nothing at all, someone who altogether lacked phenomenal cons-
ciousness, but who functioned in just the same manner as someone
who was phenomenally conscious.

It is phenomenal consciousness that is the primary focus of the
present paper. The Problem of Simple Minds, as it will concern us
in what follows, is to be understood as pertaining to the phenomenal
consciousness of simple creatures. Do honey bees or fish under-
go mental states with phenomenal or subjective qualities? Is there,
in the relevant sense, something it is like for them? Or are they
zombies, creatures without any ‘qualia’ at all, mere detectors of their
environments?

II

To make any progress with these questions, we need a general
theory of phenomenal consciousness. According to the approach
I have argued for at length elsewhere (see Tye 1995a), a mental state
is phenomenally conscious just in case it has a PANIC – a Poised,
Abstract, Nonconceptual, Intentional Content. Moreover, its phe-
nomenal character or felt aspect is one and the same as its PANIC.
Space limitations prevent me from giving more than the barest sketch
of this view here. But I hope to say enough to explain the theory and
its motivations in broad outline.
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Consider the case of vision. It is a well known fact that the Muller-
Lyer and other familiar visual illusions do not alter with alterations
in beliefs about what the seen properties of the object really are. For
example, in the case of the Muller-Lyer diagram, knowing that the
two lines are really of the same length has no tendency at all to make
the lines look the same length.

Why should this be? One plausible hypothesis is that vision is
modular in the sense that it generates representations of a certain
class of properties of distal stimuli via perceptual processes that
operate on the retinal input in a largely fixed, autonomous manner.

On the standard computational approach, the receptor cells on
the retina are taken to be transducers. They have, as input, physical
energy in the form of light, and they convert it immediately into
symbolic representations of light intensity and wavelength. These
representations are themselves made up of active nerve cells. Hence,
they are physical. And they are symbolic, since they are the objects of
computational procedures. These computational procedures generate
further symbolic representations first of intensity and wavelength
changes in the light, then of lines of such changes, then of edges,
ridges, and surfaces, together with representations of local surface
features, for example, color, orientation, distance away. The salient
procedures operate mechanically. At these early stages, the visual
system is much like a calculator that has been hard-wired to perform
addition. There are no stored representations in memory, the retrieval
and manipulation of which governs the behavior of the system.

So, representations are built up of distal features of the surfaces of
external objects in mechanical fashion by computational processes.
The initial, or input, representations for the visual module track light
intensity and wavelength, assuming nothing is malfunctioning. The
output representations track features of distal stimuli. Thereby, it
seems plausible to suppose, they represent those features.8 It is here
that things initially acquire their looks, here that basic perceptual
experiences are found. Likewise, for the other senses.

Basic perceptual experiences or sensations, then, are to be sharply
distinguished from beliefs or other conceptual states. The visual and
olfactory sensations involved in seeing and smelling a rotten egg, for
example, do not require that one believe it to be an egg, think of it as
rotten, or even have any idea of what one is sensing at all. Percep-
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tual experiences like these form the outputs of specialized sensory
modules, and the inputs to one or another higher-level cognitive sys-
tem. They arise at the interface between the nonconceptual and the
conceptual domains. Their situation is such that they stand ready and
available to make a difference in beliefs (unlike those states formed
earlier in the sensory processing). More precisely, they supply the
inputs to cognitive processes whose role it is to form beliefs directly
from them, if attention is properly focussed.9 They are, in this sense,
states that are poised (or that have poised contents). Presented with
the Muller-Lyer diagram, for example, we believe that the lines look
to be of different lengths. Moreover, unless other relevant back-
ground beliefs come into play, the appearance of the lines strongly
inclines us to believe that they really are of different lengths.

The qualification about attention is introduced above into the
acount of what it is for an experiential content to be poised, since
intuitively sensory experience can be present without attention being
focussed upon it or its object. This can occur when there is a localized
attentional deficit, as, for example, in the case of unilateral visual
neglect. And it can also occur in normal, everyday situations. A
loud drilling noise in the street may be heard by me, even if, for
a short period I am distracted and focus my thoughts elsewhere.
Had I paid proper attention, I would have noticed the noise at that
time, but in fact I did not. In one sense, my experience of it was
unconscious: I was not aware that I was having that experience. This
is a failure in higher-order or introspective consciousness. But it does
not follow from this that there was no phenomenal consciousness.
The experience was there without the knowledge or belief (about it
or the sound).

Consider also the case of my later thinking about a visit to a
friend’s house for dinner one night. At the time, I noticed no change
in the appearance of the dining room. But later, in reflecting upon
how the evening went, it suddenly occurs to me that there was a
new oil painting on the wall. At the time, I did not believe that
anything was different, for the new picture never became the focus
of my attention. I did not notice any difference in the room, in what
I was seeing. But later I remember seeing the painting. The visual
experience I underwent at the time did not then elicit any change in
my belief. Still it was a state that was poised in the relevant sense.
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Had I paid proper attention, I would have responded conceptually to
my experience by revising my beliefs.10

The reason I take the above view of basic perceptual experiences
is not simply that it explains certain facts about perceptual illusions.
In addition, it accomodates our pretheoretical conception of the role
of experiences as the bedrock for many beliefs and judgements
(see below). It is also motivated by a desire to have an account of
phenomenal consciousness that fits the facts of blindsight.

Blindsight subjects are people who have large blind areas or
scotoma in their visual fields, due to brain damage in the post-
genniculate region (typically the occipital cortex).11 They deny that
they can see anything at all in their blind areas, and yet, when forced
to guess, they produce correct responses with respect to a range
of simple stimuli (for example, whether an X or an O is present,
whether the stimulus is moving, where the stimulus is in the blind
field).

If their reports are to be taken at face value, blindsight subjects
do not undergo visual experiences (with respect to their scotoma).
They have no phenomenal consciousness in the blind region. What
is missing, on the PANIC theory, is the presence of appropriately
poised, nonconceptual, representational states. There are noncon-
ceptual states, no doubt representationally impoverished, that make
a cognitive difference in blindsight subjects. For some information
from the blind field does reach the cognitive centers and controls
their guessing behavior. But there is no complete, unified represen-
tation of the visual field, the content of which is poised to make a
direct difference in beliefs. Blindsight subjects do not believe their
guesses. The cognitive processes at play in these subjects are not
belief-forming at all.12

Basic perceptual experiences, on the above view, have noncon-
ceptual contents, since they are representational or intentional states
and their subjects need not have concepts that match what they
represent (or that enter into their contents).13 Color sensations, to
take one obvious case, subjectively vary in ways that far outstrip
our color concepts.14 For example, the experience or sensation of
the determinate shade, red29, is phenomenally different from that of
the shade, red32. But I have no such concept as red29. So, I cannot
see something as red29 or recognize that specific shade as such. For
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example, if I go into a paint store and look at a chart of reds, I cannot
pick out red29. My ordinary color judgements are, of necessity, far
less discriminating than my experiences of color. Human memory
simply isn’t up to the task of capturing the wealth of detail found in
the experiences. Beliefs or judgements abstract from the details and
impose more general categories. Sensory experience is the basis for
many beliefs or judgements, but it is far, far richer.

This point is not restricted to color, of course. The same is true
for our sensory experiences of sounds, to mention another obvious
example. They too admit of many more fine-grained distinctions
than our stored representations of sounds in memory. Experiences
of shapes are likewise nonconceptual. Presented with an inkblot,
I will likely have an experience of a shape for which I have no
corresponding concept.

Nothing in this view compels the admission that the ways in which
we conceive of things can never have any effect upon how they
phenomenally appear. Conceiving of a scene in one way rather than
another may sometimes influence how we break it up cognitively
into spatial parts, for example, and the shapes we then experience
may not be the ones we would have experienced under a different
conceptualization. But the sensory experiences of shapes (at the most
basic level) do not require shape concepts. As just noted, they are
nonconceptual.

So, perceptual experiences have poised, nonconceptual, represen-
tational or intentional contents. But what has all this to do with the
phenomenology of these experiences? Everything, I claim.

The prevalent view of perceptual experiences, at least until very
recently, has been that they have both representational contents and
intrinsic phenomenal features. In the case of vision, this view goes
naturally with a mental picture theory of such experiences. Just as a
painting on a canvas is made up of blobs of paint, each with its own
color and forming its own shape, so too for visual experiences, there
is a mental canvas filled in with mental colors and shapes. What it is
like to undergo such an experience is given by intrinsic features of
the mental paint, and not by what it is that the experience represents.

This view does not seem to fit well with introspection. On the face
of it, introspecting a visual experience is not like viewing a picture of
a familar object. In the latter case, one can discriminate both intrinsic
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features of the picture and what it is that the picture represents.
Not so, I maintain, in the former. Focus on some object that you
recognize, a blue disk, say. Now turn your attention inwards and try
to pick out intrinsic features of your experience, inside you, over and
above what it is an experience of. Try to discern intrinsic features
of the mental paint. The task seems to me impossible. In turning
one’s attention inwards, one seems inevitably to end up focussing on
external features one’s experience represents the object as having,
to the blueness and roundness as out there in the world covering or
framing the surface of the object. In this way, the experience seems
diaphonous or transparent.15

The same point holds, even if you are hallucinating. When you
introspect, you still seem to find yourself attending to external fea-
tures, to what it is that your experience is of, even if, in reality, there
is nothing before you. Generalizing, introspection of your perceptual
experiences seems to reveal only aspects of what you experience,
further aspects of the scenes, as represented. Why? The answer, I
suggest, is that your perceptual experiences have no introspectible
features over and above those implicated in their representational
contents. So, the phenomenal character of such experiences – itself
something that is introspectibly accessible, assuming the appropriate
concepts are possessed and there is no cognitive malfunction – is
itself representational.

It is also worth stressing that ‘looks’ contexts are intensional. The
tomato looks red to me. But it does not look the color of the vase to
its left. For even though the vase is red, the light is playing strange
tricks, and the vase looks blue. Why should this be? Why should the
substitution of co-referential terms fail within ‘looks’ sentences? The
simplest answer, I suggest, is that the phenomenal look of a thing is
itself a representational matter. How the tomato looks, what it is like
for me in seeing the tomato, is to be understood representationally.

Now, in claiming that perceptual experiences have nonconceptual
contents, I do not mean to deny that they also sometimes have con-
ceptual contents. One cannot see something as a duck, for example,
unless one has the concept duck. But, on my view, these contents are
not directly phenomenally relevant. Experiences always have a sen-
sory component, but they need not have a conceptual side. As noted
earlier, in the basic case, experiences arise at the interface of the
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conceptual and nonconceptual realms. On my view, the content of
an experience with which its phenomenal character is to be identified
is the nonconceptual content that is poised (in the sense explained
above) and abstract.16

The claim that the content be abstract is to be understood as
requiring that no particular concrete objects enter into it. Since two
different concrete objects can look exactly alike phenomenally, one
can be substituted for the other without any phenomenal change.
Here, then, which particular object is present does not matter. Nor
does it matter if any concrete object is present to the subject at all.
The case might be one of complete hallucination. What is crucial
to phenomenal character is the representation of general features or
properties. Visual experiences nonconceptually represent that there
is a surface having so-and-so features at such-and-such locations,
and thereby they acquire their phenomenal character.

This account may be extended to experiences in the other sen-
sory modalities. And it may also be extended to the case of bodily
sensations. For example, one can feel a pain in a leg even if one
lacks a leg. One can have a pain in a finger without having a pain
in the mouth even if one’s finger is in one’s mouth (just as one can
believe that one is in Vancouver without believing that one is in
Canada, even given that Vancouver is in Canada). Pains, in my view,
are experiences that represent changes in the body much as visual
experiences represent changes in the external environment.17 More
specifically, pains represent bodily disorders at their felt locations.

Pains, in my view, are also diaphonous in the same way as visual
experiences. Suppose you are suddenly aware of a sharp pain in your
left hand. The pain you have is, I maintain, one and the same as the
experience you undergo. That experience, if it is anywhere, is in
your head. But what you experience is something very distinctive
in the hand. Now try to turn your attention away from what you
are experiencing to the experience itself apart from that. Try to
focus upon intrinsic features of your experience as distinct from
what it represents with respect to your hand. Again, the task seems
impossible, just as in the visual case. Inevitably what you seem to
end up focussing upon is simply the disturbance in your hand, or
rather what your experience represents is going on there (for, in
reality, there may be no disorder in your hand or even no hand). On
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the view that pains are experiences, this is most straightforwardly
accounted for by supposing that pains have no introspectible, non-
representational features. It follows that the phenomenal character
of your pain – certainly something you are introspectively aware of
on such an occasion – is itself representational.

Note that I am categorically not claiming that in order to feel a
given pain, one needs to be able to conceptualize just which bodily
disturbance is taking place. That obviously is not the case. Whereof
one cannot think, thereof one can still sense.

What is true here for pains is true for other bodily sensations. They
are all sensory representations of one sort or another (with which
various cognitive reactions may or may not be associated). These
sensory representations are themselves non-conceptual – they do not
involve thought or belief nor do they require concepts corresponding
to their contents – although they are sometimes influenced causally
by higher-order cognitive processing. In each case, under conditions
of normal functioning, physical changes in some region of the body
are registered in sensory receptors. In response to the activity in these
receptors, a complex sensory representation is built up in largely
mechanical fashion of how the body has changed.18 In this way, I
maintain, a bodily sensation is generated.

For example, the feeling of thirst represents dryness in the mouth
and throat. Hunger pangs represent contractions in the stomache
walls. Tickles represent the presence of something lightly touching
or brushing against the skin. Feeling hot is a state that represents an
elevated body temperature. Tingling sensations represent patterns
of many tiny pulsing bodily disturbances. Pains, I maintain, rep-
resent bodily disorders involving tissue damage. Twinges of pain
represent mild, brief disturbances; throbbing pains rapidly pulsing
disturbances; aches represent disturbances inside the body. These
disorders are represented as having volume, as gradually beginning
and ending, as increasing in severity and then slowly fading away.19

The volumes so represented are not represented as precise or sharply
bounded. This is why aches do not feel to have precise locations,
unlike pricking pains, for example.

In each of these cases, the contents of the experiences are much
richer than I have indicated. Your hunger pangs may well feel dif-
ferently from mine, for example, even though they both represent
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contractions in the stomache walls, since there may well be other
salient represented differences (in the intensity of the contractions,
their locations and durations, and so on). My interest above is simply
in specifying distinctive features of various types of sensation.

Bodily sensations also have standard reactive components. For
example, tickles cause an impulse to break contact with the object
brushing lightly against the skin, together with a further desire to
rub or scratch the affected bodily region, if contact continues. Pains
normally cause a strong reaction of dislike.

Simple felt moods and emotions are sensory representations
similar in their intentional character to bodily sensations like pain.
Suppose you suddenly feel extremely angry. As you do so, your body
changes in all sorts of ways. For example, your blood pressure rises,
your nostrils flare, your face flushes, your chest heaves as the pattern
of your breathing alters, your voice becomes louder, you clench your
teeth and hands, the muscles in your cheeks becomes more tense,
your heart-rate increases. These physical changes are registered in
the sensory receptors distributed throughout your body. In response
to the activity in your receptors, you build up in mechanical fashion
a complex sensory representation of how your body has changed,
of the new body state you are in. In this way, I maintain, you feel
the physical changes. The feeling you undergo, when you are angry
in the above case, consists in the complex sensory representation of
these changes.

I should emphasize that to claim that emotions are sensory repre-
sentations need not be to claim that they only have sensory aspects.
And, in fact, I reject the latter position. Part of what makes a given
state an instance of anger is its effects on what the person wants
and/or believes, and relatedly how he or she behaves. Anger, for
example, causes (or tends to cause) the desire or urge to act violently
with respect to the perceived cause. Fear causes the impulse to flee.

Nor do I wish to deny that emotions are often triggered by cog-
nitive assessments. My thinking that I am about to be robbed causes
various physical reactions in my body of the sort described earlier.
These reactions activate sensory receptors located throughout my
body, and a complex sensory representation is then generated of the
physical changes that have occurred in me.20
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So, in my view, all experiences and feelings have poised, abstract
nonconceptual contents, and these contents are one and the same
as their phenomenal characters. Which general features enter into
phenomenal contents, as I shall call them, is not something that
can be settled a priori. Empirical investigation is necessary into the
functioning of the pertinent sensory modules, and the nature of their
output representations. What gets outputted depends upon what gets
inputted and how the modules operate. Contents that are poised for
us may not be for other creatures and vice-versa. This is why we
cannot know what it is like to be a bat, for example. Given how we
are built, we cannot undergo sensory representations of the sort bats
undergo. And this is why experiences and feelings are perspectivally
subjective: knowing what it is like to undergo them requires the right
experiential perspective.

That, then, in very broad outline, is the theoretical picture I
advocate.21

III

Where does consciousness cease on the phylogenetic scale? My
general answer is that it ceases with the disappearance of inner
states with PANIC. But where does that occur?

States with PANIC are nonconceptual states that track certain
features, internal or external, under optimal conditions (and thereby
represent those features). They are also states that form the out-
puts of sensory modules and stand ready and available to make a
direct difference to beliefs and desires. It follows that creatures that
are incapable of reasoning, of changing their behavior in light of
assessements they make, based upon information provided to them
by sensory stimulation of one sort or another, are not phenomenally
conscious. Tropistic organisms, on this view, feel and experience
nothing. They are full-fledged unconscious automata or zombies,
rather as blindsight subjects are restricted unconcious automata or
partial zombies with respect to a range of visual stimuli.

Consider, to begin with, the case of plants. There are many differ-
ent sorts of plant behavior. Some plants climb, others eat flies, still
others catapult out seeds. Many plants close their leaves at night.
The immediate cause of these activities is something internal to the
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plants. Seeds are ejected because of the hydration or dehydration
of the cell walls in seed pods. Leaves are closed because of water
movement in the stems and petioles of the leaves, itself induced by
changes in the temperature and light. These inner events or states
are surely not phenomenally conscious. There is nothing it is like to
be a Venus Fly Trap or a Morning-Glory.

The behavior of plants is inflexible. It is genetically determined
and, therefore, not modifiable by learning. Natural selection has
favored the behavior, since historically it has been beneficial to the
plant species. But it need not be now. If, for example, flies start to
carry on their wings some substance that sickens Venus Fly Traps
for several days afterwards, this will not have any effect on the plant
behavior with respect to flies. Each Venus Fly trap will continue to
snap at flies as long as it has the strength to do so.

Plants do not learn from experience. They do not acquire beliefs
and change them in light of things that happen to them. Nor do they
have any desires. To be sure, we sometimes speak as if they do. We
say that the wilting daffodils are just begging to be watered. But we
recognize full well that this is a harmless facon de parler. What we
mean is that the daffodils need water. There is here no goal-directed
behavior, no purpose, nothing that is the result of any learning, no
desire for water.

Plants, then, are not subject to any PANIC states. Nothing that
goes on inside them is poised to make a difference to what they
believe or desire. They have no beliefs or desires. So, plants are not
phenomenally conscious.

Consider next the case of paramecia. These are simple, unicellular
organisms that move toward and engulf food. Changes in light,
temperature, electric current, acidity all elicit immediate, automatic
responses. There is no flexibility in behavior at all, and no salient
difference from the case of plants.

What about caterpillars? Is there anything it is like to be a cater-
pillar? Different kinds of caterpillars show different sorts of behav-
ior upon hatching (Eliot and Soule, 1902). Some, for example, eat
the shells of the eggs from which they emerge; others crawl away
from their cells immediately. But there is no clear reason to suppose
that caterpillars are anything more than stimulus-response devices.
They have a very limited range of behaviors available to them,
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each of which is automatically triggered at the appropriate time by
the appropriate stimulus. Consider, for example, their sensitivity to
light. Caterpillars have two eyes, one on each side of the head. Given
equal light on both eyes, they move straight ahead. But given more
light on one of the eyes, that side of the body locomotes more slowly.
So, when caterpillars move, they tend to move towards the direction
of most intense light. This is why caterpillars climb trees all the way
to the top. The light there is strongest. Shift the light to the bottom of
the tree, and the caterpillar will go down, not up, as it usually does,
even if it means starving to death. Remove one of its eyes, and it
will travel in a circle without ever changing its route.22

Once one is made aware of these facts, there seems no more reason
intuitively to attribute phenomenal consciousness to a caterpillar on
the basis of how it moves than to an automatic door. The latter
responds in a fixed, mechanical way to the presence of pressure
on a plate in the floor or ground in front of it, just as the former
responds mechanically to the presence of light. There is no learning,
no variation in behavior with changed circumstances, no reasoned
assessment.

Again, this is the result the PANIC theory delivers. Caterpillars do
not move purposefully. They do not believe that the light is strongest
at the tops of trees. They do not want to get to the strongest light.
There is nothing in any of their behavior that seems to require the
admission that they have any wants or beliefs. Caterpillars, then, do
not support states with PANIC, any more than plants do.

Let us now leave the realm of plants and insects, for the moment,
and switch to the case of fish. Fish have eyes, ears, and noses. They
also have an acute sense of ‘distant touch’ (Nikolsky 1963). It is this
which makes fish in a pond so hard to catch by hand. Place your
fingers in water and move them, and you will cause a ripple effect.
Fish can detect ripples and currents in water by means of a lateral
line that runs down each side of their bodies. The line is a channel
under the skin with external openings every so often to the water
above. Clumps of protuding sensory hair cells are also attached to
it at intervals. As water ripples along the line, it stimulates the hair
cells, thereby enabling the fish to detect water currents made by
fingers or other fish or by water flowing around obstacles or rocks.23
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Do fish feel anything as water currents are registered by their
lateral lines? To the extent that the fish can only respond blindly
to the deliverances of their sensory hair cells in a fixed, automatic
fashion, there seems to be nothing more than a reflex here, no genuine
feeling at all.24 In these circumstances, the fish has a hard-wired,
water-current detector and no more. The fish is like a thermostat, an
automatic door opener, a speedometer pointer. There is stimulus and
response. But fish do not typically react in a purely reflexive manner.
The behavior they produce often depends upon their evaluations or
judgements of the deliverances of their senses and their immediate
goals (Kirk 1994). These evaluations, in turn, depend to some extent,
upon their life histories. This needs a little explanation.

As fish explore, they learn by trial and error. For example, gray-
snapper include the silverside fish as a standard part of their diets; but
when artificially colored silversides were injected with a chemical
that made them unpalatable, gray-salmon quickly learned to avoid
them (while continuing to eat silversides with their natural colors).
They also remembered the lesson for substantial periods of time
(Reighard 1908).

In another experiment, minnows in one part of an aquarium were
separated from a bass by a glass plate (Marshall 1966). The bass
initially tried to attack the minnows, but the plate prevented it from
reaching them. The result was that the bass eventually stopped trying,
even after the glass plate was withdrawn, choosing instead to hunt
elsewhere.

Sticklebacks can learn to find indirect routes to food, as the fol-
lowing comments (from E.S. Russell (1934)) illustrate:

A year or two ago I spent some time training sticklebacks to take food out of a
small glass jar placed at the bottom of their aquarium. This sounds like an easy
problem, but it proved difficult at first, for the reason that sticklebacks, being
visual feeders, were strongly attracted by the sight of food, and spent a long time
in the first few trials in fruitless efforts to seize the food through the glass. This
prevented them at first from making the simple detour over the rim of the jar which
would lead them to the food. With one exception they all solved the problem by
chance after one or two tests. Having desisted from the fruitless direct attacks, they
swam about through the tank, and happening to pass over the mouth saw the food
in the jar from above and darted straight down into the jar and ate it. After a very
few chance successes of this kind their behavior changed; they alternated with a
direct attack through the glass, definite rises towards the rim of the jar, going in
over the edge after a few of these rises; as time went on entry was effected more
rapidly, until in the end the fish sometimes went directly to the mouth of the jar
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and straight in. They had learned to resist the direct attraction of the food and to
take the roundabout route.

Fish also come to discriminate fixed features of their territories
and to employ them as guides. For example, a light was positioned
over a region of a circular tank by its side, and minnows were trained
to feed there (Marshall 1966). When the tank was rotated through
180 degrees without moving the light, the fish searched for food
at the opposite side to the light. Subsequent tests showed that the
minnows were using fine solder marks and oxidation patterns on the
side of the tank as indicators.

Pattern recognition in fish is reasonably well developed. Stickle-
backs can be trained to distinguish squares from triangles, and will
continue to distinguish them through rotations of 30 degrees.25 Fish
can also find their ways through mazes to food, although they do
better at this in groups than singly. And in groups, fish who are
better at solving mazes tend to take the lead.

Fish, then, exhibit a variety of learned behaviors. They learn
to recognize markings and patterns, to avoid artificially colored,
unpleasant-tasting fish they would normally eat, to solve problems in
order to reach feeding places. Cumulatively, the evidence seems best
explained by supposing that fish often make cognitive classifications
or assessments, directly in response to the information conveyed to
them by their senses, and that these, together with their goals, often
determine their behavior.

There may be some reluctance to say that fish have beliefs.
Clearly, a fish cannot believe that a hand is dangling in the water.
Fish lack the concept hand. And, in general, it seems unlikely that
fish share many concepts with us. But the fact that there are striking
conceptual differences, that our concepts are much richer and more
articulated than theirs, does not show that they lack any concepts
at all. Possessing a perceptual concept, in my view, is (roughly)
a matter of having a stored memory representation that has been
acquired through the use of sense-organs and that is available for
retrieval, thereby enabling a range of discriminations to take place.26

Perceptual beliefs are (roughly) representational states that bring to
bear such concepts upon stimuli and that interact in rational ways,
however simple, with one another and other representational states
the creature generates in response to its needs, thereby determining
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behavior. Perceptual beliefs are like inner maps by which the crea-
ture steers.27 They function as guides to behavior and do so because
of the information (or misinformation) they convey to the creature
about what is out there in its environment.28

In this sense, given the facts adumbrated earlier about fish behav-
ior, it seems to me very plausible to suppose that fish form simple
beliefs on the basis of immediate, sensory representations of their
environments. And this certainly is the sense of ‘belief’ I was assum-
ing when I claimed that phenomenal states must be poised to make
a direct impact on beliefs and/or desires. So, fish are the subjects of
states with PANIC. They are phenomenally conscious.29

It is sometimes supposed that for a creature to have beliefs, it must
be capable of recognizing its mistakes and changing its behavior in
light of that recognition. Without such a capacity, the creature could
not be said to be acting rationally or for a reason. But recognition
of a mistaken belief requires a second-order belief that the relevant
first-order belief is false. So, for a creature to have any beliefs, it
must have beliefs about beliefs. And fish surely do not have any
beliefs like that.

A view of this sort is held by Donald Davidson. He comments
that “in order to have any propositional attitudes at all (specifically
beliefs), it is necessary to have the concept of a belief, to have a
belief about a belief” (1982, p. 321).

This seems to me an unreasonably strong requirement. Certainly,
as I have already emphasized, we do not want to attribute beliefs to
explain inflexible behavior. A creature does not act for a reason, if
its behavior never changes, come what may. And a creature does not
act on a false belief, if its behavior remains exactly the same, even
in the light of evidence that would disconfirm that belief (Bennett
1964). But where beliefs change, and thereby behavior, we need not
suppose that there is always a second-order belief.

Suppose, for example, I believe that my car has been stolen upon
finding it missing in the carpark. I start to walk to the security office
on campus. As I do so, I see my car parked on the other side of the
street, and I suddenly remember that I left it there on this occasion
No longer believing that my car has been stolen, I change direction
and head directly to it. Here surely I revise my beliefs in light of
my perceptual evidence, and thereby my behavior. But I need not
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have any (explicit) belief about a belief. In this sense, I need not
(explicitly) recognize my mistake: I need not consider my belief
that my car has been stolen as such at all. I am certainly acting for
reasons, however. And as my reasons change, my behavior changes
too.

Of course, if you asked me whether I believed that my earlier
belief was false, I would respond affirmatively. But what I then
believe when I am asked the question is not necessarily what I did
believe before. If you asked me now whether 9 cubed minus 17 is
the same as 712, I would pause and then say “Yes”. But I didn’t
(explicitly) believe that at any earlier time.

Now fish can, and do, change their behavior as their evidence
changes. Moreover, these changes are often best explained by ref-
erence to simple beliefs or assessments, and they are relevant to
hypotheses we may form about what it is that the fish believe before
and after. The fact that they are incapable of reflecting upon their
erroneous beliefs matters not at all to the more fundamental question
of whether they are believers.

I come finally to the case of honey bees. There are many examples
of sophisticated honey bee behavior. Bees colonies take on odors,
primarily as a result of the food contained in the hives. These odors,
which vary from hive to hive, are absorbed by the fur on the bees,
and guards, placed at the entrance to the hive, learn to use it to check
whether incoming bees are intruders or members of the colony.
Scouts fly out from the hive each spring in search of a cavity suitable
for a new hive. They use the sun as their main guide, but they also rely
upon landmarks. Upon returning, they dance to show bees in the hive
what they have discovered. Their dance requires them to remember
how the sun moves relative to the positions of the landmarks, so that
they can communicate the position of the cavity correctly. Recruit
bees must learn what it is that the dancers are telling them. This
demands that they form some sort of cognitive map involving the
landmarks. Scouts, who are back from their trips, attend to the dances
of other scouts and then go out again to visit the different cavities.
With their later return, they dance again. Eventually, the dances agree
and the colony moves as one to the chosen spot (Gould 1979).

Of course, some of this is pre-programmed. Bees do not choose
to dance nor how to navigate. These activities are instinctive. But,
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equally clearly, in the above examples, the bees learn and use facts
about their environments as they go along. How the bees dance is
guided by information they have acquired about the location of the
new cavity, the positions of landmarks, etc; moreover, this informa-
tion is grasped by the bees who attend the dances and it, in turn,
guides their behavior.

Bees are also very good at learning the colors of things. They
can be trained to remember any color in the range, yellow-green-
blue, and on into the ultraviolet, and their memory has been tested
to last over half a year. Bees have even better ‘noses’. Karl Von
Frisch showed that they can identify one odor among seven hundred
others.30

Honey bees also have short-term memory stores, which can be
disrupted just as with humans. When they find a new food source,
and they are shocked within five minutes of their discovery, they
completely forget it. If the shock is delivered after ten minutes, they
go back to the food source. The former behavior is like that of people
who lose their memory of a violent accident immediately afterwards.

Children who are starting to learn the alphabet can discriminate
different letters, whatever their size or font. Pigeons can be trained
to do this also. So too can honey bees up to a point. Some bees
can recognize the letter B in different orientations, colors, sizes, and
fonts (Gould and Gould, 1988).31 Apparently, then, they can form
novel concepts of items not normally found in their natural habitats.

Here is a striking example of apparently intelligent behavior in
honey bees.32 The flowers of alfalfa possess anthers that spring
forward and deliver a heavy blow in response to pressure. Once
honey bees have been hit by the alfalfa anther, they avoid alfalfa like
the plague. But if they are taken to a region of many acres of alfalfa
and set free there, they are compelled to confront the problem or
starve to death. So, they do one of two things: either they learn to
identify flowers, the anthers of which have already sprung, and they
only alight on the sprung ones or they learn to get at the nectar by
chewing through the flower from the side without ever setting off
the anther.

It may be that this behavior is not as intelligent as it first appears
(Gould and Gould 1988, p. 221). Bees often feed from the sides
of flowers when the structure of the flower is such that the bees’
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tongues cannot reach the nectar, and it may be that this behavior is
pre-programmed. Even so, the bees do learn to identify the tripped
alfalfa and they only resort to the side-feeding tactic after they have
been hit by an anther. So, the applicability of the technique to this
case is something that they learn.

A final example is provided by an experiment in which bees were
shown some sugar solution on a plate near the hive. Then every five
minutes or so, the plate was moved away so that the distance from
the hive increased by one quarter. Initially, with the plate only four
inches away, it was moved just one inch. But later when the food was
four hundred feet away, the plate was removed another one hundred
feet. Amazingly, the bees caught on to this procedure and began to
anticipate where the sugar would be next by flying there and waiting
for the plate to arrive!

There seems to be ample evidence, then, that honey bees make
decisions about how to behave in response to how things look,
taste, and smell. They use the information their senses give them
to identify things, to find their way around, to survive. They learn
what to do in many cases as the situation demands. Their behavior is
sometimes flexible and goal-driven. So, they are the subjects of states
with PANIC. Some of the states honey bees undergo are generated
by sensory stimulation and make an immediate impact upon their
cognitive systems. This being the case, honey bees, like fish, are
phenomenally conscious: there is something it is like for them.

My conclusion is that phenomenal consciousness is not restricted
to vertebrates. In my view, it is found wherever there is PANIC. And
the evidence strongly suggests that some insects are phenomenally
conscious. Where exactly in the insect realm phenomenal conscious-
ness ends I shall not try to say. That would require a detailed case
by case study of the sort I cannot undertake here. And perhaps
the boundary is fuzzy. Perhaps there are some genuinely borderline
cases33; but the question certainly seems to me a tractable one, given
the theoretical perspective I am defending.

I want now in the final section to issue some disclaimers with
respect to what I have committed myself to so far.
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IV

To begin with, there is nothing in the picture of phenomenal
consciousness I have sketched which demands that phenomenally
conscious states be introspectible. So, I am certainly not committed
to the view that honey bees can introspect any of the contents of
their minds. Simpler creatures, like fish or honey bees, have sense
organs that respond to the outside world, bodies that allow them
to move in their environments, and inner experiences that causally
trigger simple beliefs and decisions. But they need not also have the
capacity to be conscious of their mental states, to tell what it is that
is going on in their minds. That, we may suppose, evolved only in
more complex organisms.34

On this view, honey bees and fish behave intelligently and they
are the subject of phenomenally conscious experiences, but they
have no higher-order consciousness. In the higher-order sense, they
are unconscious automata – they have no cognitive awareness of
their sensory states. They do not bring their own experiences under
concepts. Unlike you and me, they function perpetually in a state
like that of the distracted driver who is lost in thought for several
miles as he drives along. During this time he keeps the car on the
road, and perhaps changes gears. So, he certainly sees the road and
other cars.35 But he is not aware of his visual sensations. He is not
paying any attention to them. In short, he has no thoughts about
his perceptions, about how things look to him – his thoughts lie
elsewhere.

Consciousness of the sort the driver lacks is not phenomenal
consciousness. His blindness is cognitive. He is oblivious to the
phenomenal character of his visual states. But those states still have
such a character. Things do not lose their looks to him while he is
distracted. If they did, how could he keep the car on the road?

If indeed simple creatures like honey bees are inherently blind to
their inner states, then, although they are the subjects of phenomenal
consciousness, they never suffer. Suffering requires the cognitive
awareness of pain. The person who has a bad headache and who
is distracted for a moment or two does not suffer at that time. The
headache continues to exist – briefly not noticing it does not eliminate
it – but there is no cognitive awareness of pain and hence no suffering.
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In the phenomenal sense, however, the pain still exists even though
its subject is briefly blind to it.

I conclude that the thesis that simple creatures are phenomenally
conscious does not commit me to any strong thesis about how we
should behave towards them. Whether or not simple creatures feel
pain, without the power to introspect, they do not suffer.

This brings me to my third and final point. Consider the following
case. I do not realize that the top of the stove is hot. Upon touching it,
I quickly withdraw my hand, feeling sudden pain as I do so. The pain
here does not really make a difference to my withdrawal behavior.
Withdrawing the hand is a reflex that is routed directly through
the spinal chord without the intervention of the brain. Of course, the
message from the damaged tissue also goes to the brain and produces
the sensation of pain. But the pain does not cause the reflexive
withdrawal of my hand. In these circumstances, my phenomenal state
is causally irrelevant with respect to my immediate, actual behavior.
How, then, can it be a state with PANIC? More generally, does not
the account I have offered entail that wherever a creature behaves
reflexively, there cannot be any associated phenomenal state?

Again, this is no consequence of my view. There is nothing in my
account that requires that experiences and feelings always make an
actual difference with respect to behavior. A state can be poised to
make a difference without, in fact, doing so. In the case of the pain
I feel from touching the stove, I am hardwired to react behaviorally
before my awareness of pain elicits any response. But the pain is
registered by my cognitive centers. So, there is an actual difference
in my beliefs and desires: for example, I believe that I am in pain; I
want the pain to go away. And this change in my beliefs and desires is
likely reflected in my subsequent behavior, for example, my putting
my hand under cold water, my going to the medicine cabinet, and so
on. Moreover, had the reflex which causes me to pull my hand away
failed, the way the pain felt would have caused me to do just what I
actually did, only a fraction of a second later.36

The phenomenal quality of my pain, then, not only is poised to
make a cognitive difference but also actually makes such a differ-
ence, even though my immediate behavior is reflexive. And it is, of
course, from experiences of this sort that I learn to avoid things that
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damage my body. These simple facts pose no threat to the PANIC
theory.

The upshot, I suggest, is that there is nothing especially mysterious
or counter-intuitive in the idea that much simpler creatures than
ourselves undergo phenomenal states. This does not commit us to
supposing that these creatures are reflective in the ways that we are.
Nor does it even commit us to supposing that they have any cognitive
awareness of their experiences at all. Moreover, the presence of
phenomenal states does not automatically rule out the presence of
some reflexive behavior.

NOTES

1 See Armstrong 1968, Rosenthal 1986.
2 A good example of this is the case of the distracted driver (Armstrong 1968).
See p. 310.
3 As, for example, in the case of unilateral visual neglect. For an intriguing case
study here, see the discussion of the burning house in Tye 1996a.
4 Perhaps there is a very broad use of the locution “what it is like” which concedes
a difference in what it is like whenever there is any conscious difference of any
sort whatsoever. If so, this is not the usage I intend, as my remarks in the text
make clear.
5 Often when we think, we are subject to linguistic (or verbal) images, which have
the phonological and syntactic structure of items in our native language. These
images frequently even come complete with details of stress and intonation. It is
as if we are speaking to ourselves. We ‘hear’ an inner voice. Images of this sort
are not always present in thought, however. They are not essential to thought.
Consider, for example, the thoughts involved in everyday visual recognition (or
the thoughts of creatures without a natural language).
6 I am not here committing myself to the view that attending to a sensation can-
not ever causally influence its phenomenal character. For more on attention and
phenomenal consciousness, see pp. 294–295.
7 Cp. Block 1993.
8 I favor the view that perceptual sensations represent in the same general way
as tree-rings, thermometers, and sundials – by causally co-varying with external
features in optimal conditions. This view of representation is not straightforwardly
applicable to beliefs across the board, but it seems to me to tailor-made for the
case of perceptual sensations. See here Tye 1995a. The approach derives from
Stampe 1977; see also Stalnaker 1984.
9 In the case of some nonperceptual experiences, desires are relevant as well as
(or instead of) beliefs. For a precise statement of what it is for a state to be poised,
see Tye 1995a, p. 138.
10 These examples should make it clear that my sense of ‘poised’ is more liberal
than the one Ned Block uses in his 1995 discussion of access-consciousness.
11 See Weiskrantz 1986.
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12 Moreover, the impairment in blindsight is not an attentional one. See here Tye
1995a, appendix.
13 By an intentional state, I mean a state that can represent in a fine-grained
manner (so that in representing a feature, F, it need not thereby represent a fea-
ture, G, distinct from F but always co-instantiated with it).
14 Cp. Raffman 1996.
15 Transparency is discussed also by Gilbert Harman (1990) and Sydney Shoe-
maker (1990). For further relevant comments, see Tye 1996b. I should add that in
denying that visual experiences have any intrinsic, non-intentional, introspectible
features, I am not opposing the view that they represent in a manner that is, in
significant respects, picture-like. For a discussion of this issue and an account of
the structure of images and percepts, see Tye 1991; also Tye 1995a.
16 Ned Block (1995, p. 234) gives two examples that may seem to undermine
the idea that phenomenal character is nonconceptual content. The first involves
discovering that what one thought was a real town of buildings is really a set
of facades, placed there for the purpose of making a film. Block claims that the
visual experiences, before and after, change in their phenomenal character, that
there is a phenomenal difference between having a visual experience as of a build-
ing and having a visual experience as of a facade. This phenomenal difference is
unaccompanied by any difference in nonconceptual content. The content is at the
conceptual level.

This seems to me unconvincing. In and of themselves, the visual experiences
surely remain the same at the phenomenal level, even though, after the discovery,
the objects one initially saw as buildings, one now recognizes to be facades. There
is no difference in the appearances here, any more than there is in the case of
seeing a house and seeing the same house from the same angle, but with a car
hidden behind it. What changes phenomenally, in Block’s example, (if anything)
are associated experiences in other modalities. After the discovery, there is likely
to be a feeling of surprise, together with images of walking around the back and
finding something very different from what one supposed was there before. These
images are partly visual, but they are also partly kinesthetic and tactual.

The second case appeals to differences in what it is like to hear sounds in French
before and after the language has been learned. I agree that there is a phenomenal
change here, but, in my view, it is tied to experiential reactions of various sorts
associated with understanding the language (e.g., differences in emotional and
imagistic responses, feelings of familiarity that weren’t present before, difference
in effort or concentration involved as one listens to the speaker) together with a
change in phonological processing. Before one understands French, the phono-
logical structure one hears in the French utterances is fragmentary. For example,
one’s experience of word boundaries is patently less rich and determinate. This
is no doubt in part because there are aspects to phonological processing that are
sensitive to top-down feedback from the centers of comprehension. This feedback
enables one to “fill in” the phonetic information (see here Jackendoff 1989, p.
99). Still, the the influence here is causal. And that my position can allow. What
is important, for the present issue, is not that the representation of phonological
features itself be produced exclusively by what is in the acoustic signal but rather
that this representation be nonconceptual. (See my earlier comments on the visual
experience of ambiguous figures.)
17 Why identify pains with experiences rather than the objects of experiences?
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Answer: Because it affords the best explanation of why pains cannot exist unex-
perienced and why you cannot feel my pains. Moreover, it seems intuitively
plausible. After all, to have a pain is to undergo (or to have) an experience of a
certain sort.
18 I do not mean to categorically deny here that anxiety, excitement, joy, concen-
tration, and other higher level activities can sometimes affect the experience of
pain by feeding back down into the sensory module for the experience of pain and
affecting how much information gets through about bodily damage. For more, see
Tye 1995a and 1995b.

I might add, however, that it is also not obvious to what degree the experience
of pain itself, considered as a sensory state, really can be changed by the cognitive
centers. What seems undeniable is that cognitive reactions can affect ones aware-
ness of pain experiences. But awareness of a pain experience is itself a cognitive
state. It involves bringing the experience under concepts. These concepts are what
allow us to form conceptions through introspection of what it is like for us to
undergo the experiences.
19 Cp Armstrong 1962.
20 Emotions are not always produced by cognitive states, however. Some very
basic emotions, which are universally felt, are often produced by noncognitive
stimuli. In these cases, we are wired to experience the emotions in response to the
stimuli.
21 This theory is not intended to have the status of a purely a priori proposal.
Instead, it is, at least in part, an empirical view, justified by reference to its
explanatory power. For a discussion of how this approach handles inverted and
absent qualia issues, see Tye 1995a.
22 This example is due to Rachlin 1976. It is cited in Dretske 1988.
23 Some fish have electricity or electro-sensors. These are modifications of the
sensors in the lateral line (and are most frequently found on the head).
24 For more on reflexes and experience, see Section IV below.
25 At forty five degrees, they do much worse, and at greater angles, they are
unable to perform the discriminations at all (Marshall 1966, p. 241). This shows
that their responses were cued to some combination of figure and orientation and
not just to shape alone.
26 Of course, concepts are fine-grained. The concept F can be different from the
concept G, even when they have the same extensions. The relevant discriminations
for the concept F are those that are made with respect to objects’ being F. Where
every object that is F is also G and vice-versa, it may be very difficult, in some
cases, to decide which of the two concepts is being exercised. After all, if the
creature lacks a language, then we cannot resort to questions about what would
have been said with respect to the presented object in the counterfactual situation
in which the object has one of the properties without the other. Still, it seems to
me, there can be a fact of the matter here. For example, it will not be true that the
concept F is the one the creature actually exercises in response to things that are
both F and G, if the creature would have behaved selectively just as it actually
does, had it been presented with things that were G and not F in otherwise similar
circumstances.
27 This comparison is due to Frank Ramsey (1931). I should add that, in my
view, perceptual beliefs do not literally have a topographic or map-like internal
structure.
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28 For more on this model of belief, see Dretske 1988.
29 In my earlier remarks on learning, I did not mean to suggest that wherever
there is any learning, however broadly construed, there are automatically beliefs.
If learning is taken very loosely to be any behavioral change, then behavioral
transformations brought about by such things as a knee injury or receptor fatigue
count as learning. In these cases, there is no appropriate inner representation,
no internal ‘map’, the content of which explains the behavior produced by such
changes.
30 However, there are also striking limitations for both color and smell. Honey
bees cannot learn the odor of a flower except when they are on it; and they cannot
learn flower color except when they immediately approach it. See here Menzel
and Erber, 1978.
31 However, when complex distracting backgrounds involving abstract shapes
are introduced, only one bee (as of 1988) successfully identified the letter B in a
novel font. See Gould and Gould, 1988, p. 219.
32 This example, and the one that follows, are both taken from Gould 1979.
33 It is sometimes suppose that we can make no clear sense of the idea of a bor-
derline phenomenally conscious state. Conscious experience or feeling is either
present or it isn’t. The intensity level or richness of a subject’s experience can
vary – think, for example, of the experiences one undergoes when one is falling
asleep or just waking up, and contrast those with the experiences one has when
looking at a garden full of flowers on a bright summer’s day – but in each case
there is something it is like for the subject. No matter how low the intensity of
the experience, if there is any experience at all, phenomenal consciousness is still
present.

This conception of phenomenal consciousness gives rise to the comparison
with an inner light. Light beams can vary in their intensity; moreover, as the
intensity of a given beam is reduced, although it may become hard to say just
when the light is fully extinguished, there is a definite fact of the matter about
when the light completely disappears. At some precise point, there is no light left
at all.

I reject the inner light picture. It seems to me that we can make sense of the
idea of a borderline experience. Suppose you are participating in a psychologi-
cal experiment and you are listening to quieter and quieter sounds through some
head-phones. As the process continues, there may come a point at which you are
unsure whether you hear anything at all. Now it could be that there is a still a fact
of the matter here (as on the dimming light model); but equally it could be that
it is objectively indeterminate as to whether you still hear anything. So, it could
be that there is no fact of the matter about whether there is anything it is like for
you to be in the state you are in at that time. In short, it could be that you are
undergoing a borderline experience.
34 What introspection of experiences gives to organisms that are capable of it
is increased malleability or flexibility in behavior. If I can introspect how things
appear to me, I can form beliefs about how things appear. This, then, permits
me to decide whether my perceptual experiences are accurate, whether the world
really is as it appears to be. So, I need not be guided blindly in my beliefs about
the way the world is by the appearances alone. I am not compelled to take my
perceptual experiences at face value. I can come to the conclusion that things
are not as they appear, and I can change my behavior accordingly. The range of
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alternative actions available to me thereby expands. I am also at an advantage to
organisms who lack introspection. Given the cognitive means to withhold assent
to experiences I judge to be misleading, I can choose not to act in circumstances
in which an organism without the power to introspect would unhesitatingly move
ahead. My chances of survival, therefore, are greater (other things being equal).
35 As I mentioned earlier, this case is due to David Armstrong (1968, p. 93).
36 Assuming, of course, that, at that time, the relevant nerves controlling the pain
behavior were operating properly again.
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